In this research a feedback based under water system is introduced that can perform underwater task without human efforts. The system is named as Remotely Operated Under water Vehicle (ROV) & autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV). ROV can also provide a feedback to the base station about its current status such as its depth, direction, velocity, mine detection and targeting. The complete analysis has been implemented and by using MATLAB and AVR studio 4.
Central Control System Module. All controlling of vehicle is controlled by CCS, either manual or automatic. When vehicle is in manual mode all instruction issued from base station is implemented by central control system, and when it is in autonomous mode all decision and error calculation is done by central control system.
Communication Section. For efficient controlling it is necessary to establish a noise less channel between vehicle and base station to monitor. Through RS-232 protocol communication channel all order and mission is downloaded into vehicle and full information is received in ASCII format with start and stop identifier.
Mechanical Section control. For controlling of mechanical parts like motors/thrusters, efficient and fast switching circuit is mandatory so Relay Derive or H-Bridge is often used because it consumes less power than relay and fast as well.
Figure 1: Connection Diagram
System Working:
When system starts work firstly sensor free scale's triple-axis MMA7260QT accelerometer modeled as a set of rays committed to a flexible dominant form that transfer between static rays. The mobile rays cylinder be bounced from their recreation place by exposing the organization to an rushing of the vehicle and provides 3 axis(x, y and z) output data and pitch (or Depth) and direction is detected by the LPY5150AL Gyro Compass delivers the leisurely pointed degree to the outside domain done an equivalent production voltage (sensing element characteristics). And this data is sent to the ADC converter through which move to the sensor controller. From this the data is processed in central control system, check for the errors and generate signal to base station via RS -232 protocol and motor drivers separately. 
Modes of Operation: • Autopilot Control
The autopilot is the feature of vehicle that utilizes it preprogrammed organized memory to control the vehicle. It takes feedback from the autopilot system's sensors. These feedbacks are going to be used to manipulate its altitude, then compares with the predefined instructions and generate errors for the respective autopilot systems. Autopilot is also used for stabilizing the vehicle.
Figure 4: Auto Pilot Control Mode Flow Diagram

• Manual or Remotely Control
Manual control provides an interaction between human and vehicle. It is called positive control by which human can command the vehicle by sending basic parameters such as Depth, direction or destination.
Figure 3: Manual Mode Flow Diagram
Software:
The proposed integrated guidance and control algorithm is implemented on the AUV model is performing in Matlab/Simulink environment. The following assumptions are taken for the simulations:
i) The AUV and target are in the same plane. ii) Complete navigational information is available through onboard sensors. iii) Knowledge of the target's motion is available to the AUV.
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iv) AUV is equipped with a vision system that generates the co-ordinates of the points on the cable to be tracked. v) The initial target co-ordinates (one end of the Cable) are known prior to the mission.
Conclusion:
Autonomous vehicle bring revolution in field of artificial intelligence (AI).Now these days automation becomes a soul of all technological advancement. This research is an integral part of this revolution which is not only quite efficient and cost effective but also easy to operate. It is designed especially for student and researchers, who want to put their knowledge, enhance this experience and increase a drop of knowledge in an ocean of technology.
